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Solvent-free lithium and sodium containing
electrolytes based on pseudo-delocalized anions†
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Mixing the standard battery salt LiTFSI with various Li-salts of novel

pseudo-delocalized organic anions [N(CH3)2((CH2)nSO3)((CH2)mSO3)]�

(MMnm11), results in super-cooled solvent-free liquid electrolytes with

glass transition temperatures of ca. 50 8C. Synthesis routes and full

chemical characterisation of the new pseudo-delocalized anions are

presented, as well as phase and thermal stabilities. The ion conduc-

tivities and electrochemical stabilities are evaluated towards lithium

and sodium battery application.

Conventional lithium-ion battery (LIB) electrolytes are composed
of lithium salts with weakly coordinating anions, such as
hexafluorophosphate1 (PF6

�), tetrafluoroborate2 (BF4
�),

bis(oxalate)borate3 (BOB), or bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)-
imide4 (TFSI), dissolved in a mixture of organic solvents (often
linear and cyclic carbonates) at ca. 1 M concentrations.5,6

Their wide electrochemical stability windows (ESWs) allow
the use of high voltage positive electrodes, such as LiCoO2

(4 V vs. Li+/Li), and graphite negative electrodes (0.1 V vs.
Li+/Li), by virtue of the creation of a solid electrolyte inter-
phase (SEI). This, together with the large capacities of the
electrodes, enable a very high specific energy. But the safety of
LIBs remains a major concern mainly due to the highly
flammable organic solvents used.

The combination of ever higher energy densities and voltages
of the cells with the highly flammable organic solvents7 directs
particular attention towards creating novel electrolytes with
improved safety characteristics. For example, replacing the
organic solvents by an ionic liquid matrix improves the thermal

stability drastically and decreases the flammability,8 but at the
same time, both the lithium transference number and the
electrolyte fluidity often decreases, thus reducing the electro-
chemical performance.

All solid-state batteries (ASSBs),9,10 in which the conven-
tional electrolytes have been replaced by a solid-state electrolyte
(SSE), also claim to provide remarkable safety characteristics.
However, most SSEs suffer from low room temperature ionic
conductivities, often three orders of magnitude lower than
liquid electrolytes, hence they usually operate at elevated
temperatures (ca. 80 1C),11 even if there exist polymer electro-
lytes with acceptable ionic conductivities at room temperature
(1 mS cm�1). As a result, however, the concept of high-
temperature lithium-ion batteries (HT-LIB) has emerged.12

Another alternative is ‘‘thermal’’ batteries, operating between
350 1C and 550 1C and employing molten salt mixtures as liquid
solvent-free electrolytes, with high thermal stability, low flamma-
bility, and high ionic conductivity.11 In order to utilize this
concept for LIBs, the melting temperature must decrease signifi-
cantly – but even if these electrolytes do not reach the conduc-
tivities needed at room temperature, they might be applied in
HT-LIBs. This has been achieved by combining two or three alkali
cation salts with a common weakly coordinating anion, such
as TFSI,13,14 bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (FSI),15 or triflate.16 Such
eutectic mixtures have promising ionic conductivities and form
stable SEIs on typical LIB electrode materials. The molar
fraction of Li+ is, however, quite low, which severely limits
the rate capability of the cells despite the elevated operating
temperature.17 Additionally, the presence of other alkali metal
cations may interfere with the electrochemistry by unwanted
plating or co-intercalation. The approach has its origin in
enhanced ion conductivities by the ‘‘mixed alkali effect’’ of
glassy and polymeric electrolytes, explored for batteries in the
early 1990’s.18,19

Herein, an alternative strategy is explored to create solvent-
free electrolytes; mono-cationic–di-anionic mixtures, i.e. mixing
two Li-salts with different anions, using the unique design
of three different pseudo-delocalized (i.e. the negative charge
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delocalized by being localized at several central in the structure)
anions [N(CH3)2((CH2)nSO3)((CH2)mSO3)]� (MMnm11, Fig. 1)20,21 –
aiming primarily at HT-LIB application. We explore the pre-
viously reported lithium and sodium salts of MM4411 together
with a new symmetric anion (MM3311) as well as an asymmetric
anion (MM3411), all synthesized with high purity and excellent
yield in three consecutive steps from readily available pre-cursors
with minimal usage of solvent on multiple gram scale, expected
to be scaled-up to kg scale without any practical difficulties.
An electrolyte based 100% on salts is likely to initially be more
expensive than a 1 M Li-salt liquid electrolyte, but improved
battery safety and life-length may result. The here presented
anions are likely to be cheap to produce based on the
pre-cursors. The synthesis details and the full characterisation
is found in the ESI.†

First, the thermal stabilities of the MMnm11 salts were assessed,
whereafter their mixtures with TFSI salts were explored by
constructing a series of quasi-phase diagrams highlighting
the glass transition temperatures (Tgs) and melting points.
Second, the ion conductivities as a function of both tempera-
ture and composition were studied and analysed using free
volume theory. Finally, the lithium-only composition with the
lowest Tg was selected for proof-of-concept electrochemical
stability tests aiming towards lithium battery application.

The pure salts LiMM3311 and LiMM3411 exhibit very similar
thermal behaviour. The first weight loss of B1.8% at 140 1C is
most likely due to residual water from the synthesis (Fig. 2a) as
confirmed by TGA-FTIR evolved gas analysis (Fig. 2b), where
the mass loss clearly observed in the derivate of the thermo-
gravimetric signal (dTG) corresponds to an increased H2O bend

band signal. Both salts decompose at ca. 280 1C, as observed in
the dTG signal and an increased C–H stretching band intensity.

In stark contrast the LiMM4411 salt decomposes much later,
at ca. 350 1C, implying higher stability of butylsulfonate side
chains. We can only speculate the reason for this to be the
formation of a more stable transition state during the decom-
position reaction by the creation of six-membered rings. Several
mixtures of LiTFSI and LiMMnm11 salts were prepared in order
to obtain low melting temperature eutectics, and compared to
LiTFSI (m.p. 234 1C), the melting points decrease as expected.22

In all systems, the formation of an amorphous phase
was observed (Fig. 3) and above 20–30 mol% of LiMMnm11 the
systems were fully amorphous. These systems are very phase-
stable with no crystallization detectable even after three months,
while for 40–50 mol% of LiMM3311 the systems crystallize, likely
driven by anion stacking (Fig. S12, ESI†).

Obtaining glassy solids simply by solvent evaporation is
surprising as it most often results in salt precipitation as the
concentration increases. In contrast, we observe here a rapid
increase in viscosity of the liquids during drying, which causes
the activation energy for fluid flow to exceed the energy
gain either by crystal formation or growth.23 Although this
mechanism is often found for quenched salt melts, we believe
it applies here when our mixtures lose water. This also explains
the increase in the glass transition temperature for the compo-
sitions with more MMnm11 anion content, as their aqueous
solutions have higher viscosities and lose fluidity at higher
temperatures.

The abrupt increase in viscosity prevents the mixtures to get
fully dry by hindering the diffusion of water, resulting in
residual water content of 0.1–0.2 wt%, c the ca. 100 ppm
reported for other solvent-free electrolytes. This is, however,
expected to have little/no effect on the electrochemistry given
its low mobility and activity, as has recently been established
for water-in-salt electrolytes with much higher water contents.24

By mixing LiTFSI with the LiMMnm11 salts significantly
decreased melting points were achieved, but the glass transition
temperatures are still above 50 1C. This renders them too viscous
for battery application, even for HT-LIBs. In order to further
decrease the glass transition temperatures and the viscosities, a
series of quaternary systems, i.e. Li1�xNax(TFSI)1�y(MMnm11)y were
made, making use of the larger and therefore less polarising, and

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of the anions employed: (a) MM3311:
3,30-(dimethylammonio)bis(propane-1-sulfonate), (b) MM3411: 4-(dimethyl(3-
sulfonatopropyl)ammonio)butane-1-sulfonate, (c) MM4411: 4,40-(dimethyl-
ammonio)bis(butane-1-sulfonate), and (d) TFSI: bis(trifluoromethyl-
sulfonyl)imide.

Fig. 2 (a) TGA traces of the LiMMnm11 salts (the corresponding NaMMnm11

salts present similar behaviour (Fig. S11, ESI†)), (b) FTIR band intensities
evolution with temperature for the thermal analysis of LiMM3411, and
(c) first derivative of the TGA signal of LiMM3411.

Fig. 3 DSC traces of the LiTFSI–LiMM3411 systems with compositions in
molar fractions.
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less coordinating Na+ cation.25 From DSC data, three quasi-phase
diagrams were created for TFSI contents above 50 mol% (Fig. 4).
These mixed anion-mixed cation systems have composition areas
where no crystalline phases were observed. In the fully amorphous
regions (blue), the partial substitution of Li by Na decreased the
glass transition temperatures slightly (e.g. A to B in Fig. 4c).
This effect was limited up to 20–30 mol% of Na+, where it
favours the formation of crystalline phases above these con-
centrations. The trend observed for the binary systems extends
to any cation composition and increasing the MMnm11 content
(e.g. A to C in Fig. 4c) produces a corresponding increase in Tg.
The ionic conductivities of Li(TFSI)0.8(MM3411)0.2, Li0.8Na0.2-
(TFSI)0.8(MM3411)0.2 and Li(TFSI)0.7(MM3411)0.3 all follow the
same trend; cation substitution (Li to Na) produces only a
two-fold increase, while anion substitution a two order of
magnitude increase (Fig. 5a) – the latter is related to the
B10 1C decrease in Tg as 10 mol% of the anion was substituted.
The effect is less evident at higher temperatures as the free
volume increases and allows all ions to migrate.

The Tgs obtained from the DSC traces agree with the overall
changes in the conductivities observed in the Arrhenius plots;
above Tg the ionic conductivity follows the Vogel–Fulcher–
Tamman (VFT) relation:

ln s0T1=2
� �

¼ lnA� E=kB T � T0ð Þ (1)

where s0 is the ionic conductivity at temperature T (in K), kB is
the Boltzmann constant, the parameters A and T0 are fitting
constants and E is the pseudo-activation energy for viscous

flow.26 The Vogel temperature (T0) is related to the point when
the free volume in the structure disappears.27,28 For the mix-
tures based on MM3411, slightly lower T0 are obtained than
for the MM3311 and MM4411 based mixtures (Table S2, ESI†).
This might be related to the difficulty of forming organized
structures by asymmetric anions, providing lower viscosity and
higher conductivity (Fig. 5b). The way the different ions interact
and organize themselves at temperatures above Tg affects their
mobility, which is roughly inversely proportional to their ionic
radii.29 Hence, the large MMnm11 and TFSI anions are very
unlikely to find accessible free volume of suitable size in their
local environment, rendering them largely immobile. The
lithium cation transference number is therefore expected to
approach unity, but the total ion conductivities are still 1–2
orders of magnitude lower than other types of single-ion
conductors, such as some block copolymers30 or crystalline
LISICON-type electrolytes.9 The main difference from our
single-ion conductor systems is the fact that they are liquids
at moderate temperatures (ca. 60 1C) and therefore they are
difficult to compare directly.

Kubota and Matsumoto31 reported on a more closely related
system, with a bulky anion similar to TFSI operating at 150 1C,
resulting in a very high Li+ transference number of 0.94.
Compared to the system of Kubota (10�2 S cm�1 at 100 1C),
the rather low conductivities observed here are likely due to the
higher viscosities from our larger anions and a higher degree of
ion association.32 Speculatively the sulfonate groups of the
MMnm11 anions might act as Li+ traps20 and promote the
formation of large aggregates (Fig. 6). The local structure was
unfortunately not possible to be unambiguously resolved by
e.g. IR or Raman spectroscopy (not shown). The partial sub-
stitution of Li+ by Na+ perturbs the aggregate structure, creates
free volume, and increase the ion conductivity (Fig. 5).

The atomic fraction of the cation of interest (Li+ or Na+),
which would have an influence on the C-rate capability, is
ca. 5% (excl. H), close to the 8% for the system of Kubota.
In comparison, polymeric single-ion conductors (SICs), with
the same ion conduction mechanism, are often at ca. 1%, while

Fig. 4 Quasi-phase diagram for the quaternary mixtures containing MM3311, MM4411, and MM3411. The colours are only for visual aid. The bullets
represent data points, hollow mark totally amorphous compositions. Values for LixNa1�xTFSI are from the literature.14

Fig. 5 Arrhenius plot of the ionic conductivities of (a) Li(TFSI)0.8-
(MM3411)0.2, Li0.8Na0.2(TFSI)0.8(MM3411)0.2 and Li(TFSI)0.7(MM3411)0.3, and
(b) for mixtures with different MMnm11 anions. Fig. 6 Schematic of possible aggregate structures.
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crystalline LISICON is at ca. 40%, but the conduction mechanism
differs significantly.

From the above, Li(TFSI)0.8(MM3411)0.2 was selected for
proof-of-concept of electrochemical stability tests. In the anodic
part of the LSV, a two-step decomposition is observed (Fig. 7).
The first step at 3.5 V vs. Li+/Li is attributed to the decomposi-
tion of MM3411, expected to have a lower oxidation potential
than TFSI,20 while the second step, above 5 V vs. Li+/Li likely
corresponds to TFSI decomposition.33 Both steps are hard to
resolve in the voltammogram as the current responses overlap.
This can be attributed to the high electrolyte viscosity, resulting
in slow diffusion of MM-anion decomposition by-products
away from the electrode surface. The ‘‘tail’’ in the trace corre-
sponds to a constant anion decomposition at the electrode
surface. As compared to liquid LIB electrolytes a reduced slope
is observed, simply an effect of viscosity induced mass transfer
limitations.

On the cathodic side, due to the low electrolyte conductivity,
the small peak at ca. 0 V vs. Li/Li+ is truly believed to correspond
to minor lithium ion reduction and lithium metal plating, while
the large feature below �2 V vs. Li/Li+ is due to TFSI anion
reduction and decomposition. This very low cathodic limit differs
significantly from the reduction potential previously predicted for
TFSI,34 likely due to a large polarization build up between working
and counter electrodes in the experimental set-up.

In conclusion, high purity and yield synthesis and full
characterization of new Li/Na salts based on pseudo-delocalized
anions (MMnm11) was reported. Different combinations with
LiTFSI were investigated as prospective battery electrolytes.
The presence of 20–30 mol% of the MMnm11 anions prevents
completely crystallization, which proves the possible preparation
at moderate temperatures (ca. 60 1C) of a liquid completely
solvent-free electrolytes. The effect is more evident for the
asymmetric MM3411 anion as organized packing is further
inhibited and opens for further exploring alternative flexible
and bulky anions to form solvent-free battery electrolytes.
Additionally, the presence of the bulky pseudo-delocalized
MMnm11 anions seems to have a positive effect on the Li+ trans-
ference number. Apart from using the asymmetry of the MMnm11

anions the ionic conductivity might be improved by reducing the
ion–ion interaction further by replacing the –SO3

� moieties by
more weakly cation coordinating units e.g. –SO2–N�–SO2CF3, as
already shown effective in block co-polymer SICs.30
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